YALE IV — QUARTERFINALS

In LC 211
Harthouse            GP
Williams Stanford    AL
Colgate              ST
HWS                  KM
Chair: Adam Goldstein
Panel: Moore, Early, Dionestos
Brown, Nugent, Stefanik

In LC 317
Kings                OP
Cornell              SY
Loyola MMT           KO
Alberta              BE
Chair: Chilton
Panel: Falkenstein, Jasper, Colonel
Kornfeld, Boltizar, Ferris

In LC 102
Loyola MMT           KT
Duke                 HF
Columbia             JM
Vermont              AG
Chair: Worsnip
Panel: Barnes, May, Reed
Gadek, Briggs, Robinson

In LC 101
Stanford             PS
Stanford             BM
Harvard              LK
Rutgers              BR
Chair: Block
Panel: Rodriguez, Connery, Kasten
Blevins, Dovala, Cugini

NOVICE FINAL:
Penn                 GR
Patrick Henry        CJ
Brandeis             AK
Harvard              KW
Chair: Anders
Panel: Hakim, McKee

Novice Winner: Harvard KW
Martin Kiik & Bob Wu
YALE IV — SEMIFINALS

In LC 211

Williams/Stanford  Cornell SY
Kings College OP  HWS  KM

Chair: Cormac Early

Panel
Adam Chilton  Mary Nugent
Aaron Hakim  Dylan Gadek
JJ Rodriguez  Sean Stefanik
Grant May  Nate Blevins

In LC 317

Stanford BM  Loyola MMT KT
Vermont AG  Harvard LK

Chair: Sam Block

Panel: Ben Jasper  Kate Falkenstein
Adam Goldstein  Alex Worsnip
Richard Robinson  Monica Ferris
Ben Kornfeld  Nick Cugini
YALE IV — FINALS

IN LC 102

Williams/Stanford
Cornell SY
Stanford BM
Vermont AG

Chair: Grant May
Panel: Block
Chilton
Goldstein
Early
Falkenstein
Gadek
Rodriguez
Stefanik

WINNERS: WILLIAMS/STANFORD AL
Anser Aftab and Shengwu Li